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Abstract: Scheduling is the method by which threads,
processes or data flows are given access to system
resources. This is usually done to load balance a system
effectively or achieve a target quality of service. Different
CPU scheduling algorithms have different properties, and
the choice of a particular algorithm may favor one class of
processes over another. A typical scheduler is designed to
select one or more primary performance criteria and rank
them in order of importance. One problem in selecting a set
of performance criteria is that they often conflict with each
other. For example, increased processor utilization is usually
achieved by increasing the number of active processes, but
then response time decreases. It is desirable to maximize
CPU utilization and throughput and to minimize turnaround
time, waiting time, and response time. In most cases, we
optimize the average measure. However, under some
circumstances, it is desirable to optimize the minimum or
maximum values rather than the average.
Round robin scheduling is similar to FCFS
scheduling, except that CPU bursts are assigned with limits
called time quantum. The performance of RR is sensitive to
the time quantum selected. If the quantum is large enough,
then RR reduces to the FCFS algorithm; If it is very small,
then each process gets 1/nth of the processor time and share
the CPU equally. The major problem in RR scheduling is
that how the time quantum is decides? If any process require
more time then the problem arrives that process must wait
for long time to complete the execution. To overcome this
problem in RR scheduling algorithm we come across with
idea that the time quantum is decides based on the burst time
needed for process. The percentage of CPU resource is
decided based on burst time and the reaming process is
similar to RR scheduling but difference is that allocation
will be done based on newly calculated time quantum of
process.
Keywords: Burst time, scheduling, time quantum, waiting
time, execution time.
I. Introduction
If you look at any process, you'll notice that it spends
some time executing instructions (computing) and then
makes some I/O request, for example to read or write data to
a file or to get input from a user. After that, it executes more
instructions and then, again, waits on I/O. The period of
computation between I/O requests is called the CPU burst.

Compute-intensive processes, conversely, spend
more time running instructions and less time on I/O. Most
interactive processes, in fact, spend the vast bulk of their
existence doing nothing but waiting on data. If you consider

Mac OS system, In which 44 processes running. This
includes a few browser windows, a word processor,
spreadsheet, several shell windows, Photoshop, iTunes, and
various monitors and utilities. Most of the time, these
processes collectively are using less than 3% of the CPU.
This is not surprising since most of these programs are
waiting for user input, a network message, or sleeping and
waking up periodically to check some state.
The base idea in multiprogramming is that kept
CPU always busy. For this we use scheduling. This is the
method by which threads, processes or data flows are given
access to system resources. This is usually done to load
balance a system effectively or achieve a target quality of
service. The need for a scheduling algorithm arises from the
requirement for most modern systems to perform
multitasking and multiplexing.
RR scheduling involves extensive overhead,
especially with a small time unit. Balanced throughput
between FCFS and SJF, shorter jobs are completed faster
than in FCFS and longer processes are completed faster than
in SJF. Poor average response time, waiting time is
dependent on number of processes, and not average process
length. Because of high waiting times, deadlines are rarely
met in a pure RR system. Starvation can never occur, since
no priority is given. Order of time unit allocation is based
upon process arrival time, similar to FCFS. Round robin
scheduling is similar to FCFS scheduling, except that CPU
bursts are assigned with limits called time quantum. When a
process is given the CPU, a timer is set for whatever value
has been set for a time quantum. If the process finishes its
burst before the time quantum timer expires, then it is
swapped out of the CPU just like the normal FCFS
algorithm. If the timer goes off first, then the process is
swapped out of the CPU and moved to the back end of the
ready queue. The ready queue is maintained as a circular
queue, so when all processes have had a turn, then the
scheduler gives the first process another turn, and so on.
Most modern systems use time quantum between 10 and
100 milliseconds, and context switch times on the order of
10 microseconds, so the overhead is small relative to the
time quantum. The major problem in RR scheduling is that
how the time quantum is decides? If any process require
more time then the problem arrives that process must wait
for long time to complete the execution. To overcome this
problem in RR scheduling algorithm we come across with
idea that the time quantum is decides based on the burst time
needed for process. The percentage of CPU resource is
decided based on burst time and the reaming process is
similar to RR scheduling but difference is that allocation
will be done based on newly calculated time quantum of
process. The processing is similar to SJF with RR
scheduling model.
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II. Shortest Time Quantum Scheduling Algorithm
The degree of multiprogramming is decided based
P1
P2
P3
P4
on number of process/programs running simultaneously at a
time. This can be improve are maintain by proper 0
53
70
138
162
scheduling of multiple process in CPU. For that we are
having different scheduling schemes one of them is FCFS As per the FCFS algorithm the order of executing process is
the alternative of the FCFS is given in RR scheduling based on arrival. And once the process starts execution it is
algorithm. Round robin scheduling is similar to FCFS not suspended.
scheduling, except that CPU bursts are assigned with limits
To overcome this problem in FCFS the Round
called time quantum. When a process is given the CPU, a Robin Scheduling algorithm is proposed. Each process gets
timer is set for whatever value has been set for a time a small unit of CPU time (time quantum). Then put back in
quantum. . Most modern systems use time quantum between Ready queue. The RR Scheduling algorithm is Preemptive.
10 and 100 milliseconds, and context switch times on the When interrupted, go to end of FIFO queue. Good for multiorder of 10 microseconds, so the overhead is small relative user time-sharing - fast response time. Sometimes, OS just
to the time quantum. The major problem in RR scheduling is says "carry on". Sometimes don't even need 1 time quantum
that how the time quantum is fixed for all the process. If the since process leaves voluntarily.
process is having burst time is low or high but the time
quantum is same for all. As per RR algorithm low burst Example:
time process completes its execution first. To overcome this
Process Burst time
problem in RR scheduling algorithm we come across with
P1
53
idea that the time quantum is decides based on the burst
P2
17
time. It mean that based on time burst time quantum is
P3
68
decided so the time quantum is not fix for all process. The
P4
24
percentage of CPU resource is decided based on burst time Say time quantum = 20:
and the reaming process is similar to RR scheduling but
difference is that allocation will be done based on newly
calculated time quantum of process.
P1
P2
P3
P4
P1
P3
P4
P1
P3
P3
III. Processing
Round Robin scheduling is similar to FCFS
scheduling, except that CPU bursts are assigned with limits
called time quantum. When a process is given the CPU, a
timer is set for whatever value has been set for a time
quantum. Let first see how the shortest job scheduling is
work. The Shortest job first scheduling algorithm gives
minimum average waiting time for a given set of processes.
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Setting the time quantum size
If quantum too small, too much admin, not enough work.
As quantum goes to infinity, this goes to straight FIFO nonpreemptive.
Want:
context switch << time slice
average CPU burst <= time slice
(some, but not too many > time slice)
Shortest Time Quantum Scheduling Algorithm:
By considering the above example the process P2
is having burst time =17 and p3 is having burst time =68.
But both are having the time quantum 20ms for process P1
and P3. But the process P3 is having much more burst time
then compare to P2. It need more time to execute quickly.

The problems in SJF are: Only optimal if all jobs/process
are available simultaneously. Usually run times are not
known.
First-Come-First-Served algorithm is the simplest
scheduling algorithm is the simplest scheduling algorithm.
Processes are dispatched according to their arrival time on
the ready queue. Being a no preemptive discipline, once a
process has a CPU, it runs to completion.
Let consider example:
Process Burst time
P1
53
P2
17
P3
68
P4
24

Example:
Process Burst time
P1
53
P2
17
P3
68
P4
24
The total burst time needed for all the process The total
execution time=P1+P2+P3+P4
=53+17+68+24
= 162
We fix minimum time quantum is 0.5 for increase the
processing.
For each unit of CPU process need
= CPU %/ total execution time
=100/162
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=0.617(>0.5)
P3
68
P4
24
The smallest Bust time require by process P2=17
As per FCFS Scheduling Algorithm processing is done in
Now we calculate the time quantum for each process
order
Time quantum of P1=51*0.617=32ms (ceil)
P1
P2
P3
P4
Time quantum of P2=17*0.617=11ms (ceil)
Time quantum of P3=68*0.617=42ms (ceil)
0
53
70
138
162
Time quantum of P4=24*0.617=15ms (ceil)
Avg. waiting time= (0+53+70+138)/4 = 65.25ms
www.ijmer.com
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As per SJF Scheduling Algorithm processing is done in
order

P4
149

162

According to the Traditional RR scheduling based on time
quantum. But here we are applying the way is shortest time
quantum.
Now the actual way of processing is done as per shortest
quantum
So
Time quantum of P1=51*0.617=32ms (ceil)
Time quantum of P2=17*0.617=11ms (ceil)
Time quantum of P3=68*0.617=42ms (ceil)
Time quantum of P4=24*0.617=15ms (ceil)
P2

P4

0 11

P1

26
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Example:
Process Burst time
P1
5
P2
10
P3
5
The total burst time needed for all the process The total
execution time=P1+P2+P3
=5+10+5
= 20
For each unit of CPU process need
=20/100
=0.2(<0.5)
Here we fix minimum time quantum is 0.5 for increase the
processing according to that the time quantum for each
process
Time quantum of P1=5*0.5=3ms (ceil)
Time quantum of P2=10*0.5=5ms (ceil)
Time quantum of P3=5*0.5=3ms (ceil)
P1
0

P3
3

P2
6

P1
11

P3
13

P2
15

20

IV. Compression with other algorithms
The efficiency will be calculated based on average waiting
time.
As per the examples consider
Process Burst time
P1
53
P2
17

P2

P4

P1

P3

0
17
41
94
Avg. waiting time= (0+17+41+94)/4 = 38ms

162

As per RR Scheduling Algorithm processing is done in
order
Say time quantum = 20:
P1

P2

P3

P4

P1

P3

P4

P1

P3

0
20 37 57
77
97 117 121 134
162
Waiting time of p1= 121-(20+20)= 81ms
Waiting time of p2= 20ms
Waiting time of p3= 134-(20+20)= 94ms
Waiting time of p4= 117-20= 97ms
Avg. waiting time= (81+20+94+97)/4 = 72.25ms

P3

154

As per STQ Scheduling Algorithm processing is done in
order we fix minimum time quantum is 0.5 for increase the
processing.
For each unit of CPU process need
= CPU %/ total execution time
=100/162
=0.617(>0.5)
Now we calculate the time quantum for each process
Time quantum of P1=51*0.617=32ms (ceil)
Time quantum of P2=17*0.617=11ms (ceil)
Time quantum of P3=68*0.617=42ms (ceil)
Time quantum of P4=24*0.617=15ms (ceil)
P2

P4

P1

P3

P2

P4

P1

P3

0 11
26 58 100
106 115 138 162
Waiting time of p1= 115-32= 83ms
Waiting time of p2= 100-11=89ms
Waiting time of p3= 138-42= 96ms
Waiting time of p4= 106-15= 91ms
Avg. waiting time= (83+89+96+91)/4 = 89.75ms
The average waiting time is much more compare to
the other algorithms but the CPU resources are given to all
the process besed on the brust time. So that the high brust
time process like IO bound process are also complete the
execution similar to the CPU bound process. And this
algorithm never enters in to the CPU bound process. The
major advantage is that the waiting time of individual are
the average waiting time is much more nearer to the Round
Rabin algorithm.
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